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    			Get yourself the proper sportswear for all kinds of sports.
Choose from the leading brands and find yourself in the most comfortable sports clothes you have ever worn!

		Contacts
			+34 933 01 46 00 - Order now and you get 20% off

You can also write us on our email: info@scienceagainstpoverty.es,  if you have any questions.



		Visit our shop
			Les Rambles, 08002 Barcelona, Spain



		Like us on Facebook
			

		
















                                    
    With these sports clothes everyone is in Vogue

    
       
    

    
        2012 is the year of the classic clothing and romance. In terms of leisure and sports, this rule does not yet apply to happiness. Here we must calmly put the what is really like and what is comfortable enough. In the 80s and 90s young people had to typical leotards. We remember neon colored tops and tight leggings. This trend is thankfully long gone. Today, boys and girls also wear loose baggy pants and comfortable T-shirts. Some sports can be with such pants not run. Therefore, you should still set from time to time on a training pant. This need not be tight-fitting. A leggings it must however not be.

Optimal colors for the gym

What colors are in trend in 2012? Anything that is not too gaudy. Black, white and brown tones, you should definitely choose. Pink, yellow and neon green is not really popular in the next year. Who still wears these colors, is pretty much out. Especially not as leggings or fitted top. This should be avoided at all costs. Another No Go are leopard pants and similar patterns. Who want to look fashionable, really needs to distance itself from such pants. It just seems cheap. Ever fit such colors and patterns not to adolescents. That did not really have anything to do with fashion. Leopard pants are frumpy and make young people more older than younger. Who want to look older what he really is?



The shoes are important

Especially in the gym you should definitely put on optimal footwear. The shoes are the most important part when it comes to gymnastics outfit. For here it is not just about the look, but also that the child is able to move properly. The shoe must fit perfectly and can still be a little more expensive. Who buys his children good shoes, saves later for the orthopedist. 



People who are still growing, be sure to pay attention to their posture. Also the correct walking is important. In a good shoe store to get the best possible advice. Only with good shoes, the outfit is really perfect. Thus, the physical education also makes a lot more fun.

            

                                            
    Fashionable Sportswear

    
       
    

    
        The latest sports fashion is versatile and portable than ever and in addition to sports clothing also offers a variety of matching accessories for the individual sports. The fashionable sportswear brand manufacturers ensures that recreational athletes wear the right fashion to the sport and are still dressed fashionably. The health benefits of regular exercise made for a boom in sports clubs and gyms. 

Ski and snowboarding, walking and cycling are currently among the most popular leisure sports in Germany. But sports like swimming and hiking as well as many popular sports are very popular. More and more German the positive effect of regular physical activity and body, mind and soul are aware. Circulation, muscles and tendons remain fully functional, stress is reduced and happiness hormones are released. The fashionable sportswear from brand contributes significantly to feel at ease and perquisites moreover, to make this a good figure.

Sport mode must now be practical, convenient and above all be chic

Renowned manufacturers of Fashion specializing in sports and leisure fashion and today offer a wide range of sports pants, tops, jackets and shoes. Manufacturers such as EA7, Icepeak , Nike, Adidas and Puma have high quality fashion on offer, consisting of breathable materials, easy every movement while also still looks really good. 



Beautiful details such as kangaroo pockets, hood with drawstrings or rigid cuffs make sweat jackets and Hoodis to portable items. Athletic shorts are comfortable cut, also have pockets and are equipped with a comfortable waistband. The logo of the manufacturer also is often also on the sport pants.



Matching accessories complete the sportswear

The range of sports shoes is also very versatile. The manufacturers offer matching shoes for the respective sports. This meet high standards, so that the foot can certainly occur and thus ankles and tendons are protected. A variety of accessories complete the fashionable outfit. Besides sports socks or gloves, for example, of many brand manufacturers also training equipment is offered. Many brands also sell bicycles.
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